Abstract: A k ey problem for shared-memory systems is unpredictable performance. A critical in uence on performance is page placement: a poor choice of home node can severely degrade application performance because of the increased latency of accessing remote rather than local data. Two approaches to page placement are the simple policies \ rst-touch" and \round-robin", but neither of these policies suits all applications. We examine the advantages of each strategy, the problems that can result from a poor choice of placement policy, and how these problems can be alleviated by using proxies. Proxies route remote read requests via intermediate nodes, where combining is used to reduce contention at the home node. Our simulation results indicate that by using reactive p r o xies with rst-touch page placement, performance is always better than using either page placement policy without proxies. These results suggest that the application programmer can obtain stable performance without knowing the underlying implementation of cc-numa, and can avoid time-consuming performance tuning.
1.1 INTRODUCTION Unpredictable performance anomalies have hampered the acceptance of coherent-cache non-uniform memory access (cc-numa) shared-memory architectures. One source of performance problems is the location of shared data: each p a g e of shared data is allocated in distributed memory at a home node, by t h e operating system, when it is rst accessed. The choice of home node for a page is commonly on a rst-touch or round-robin basis, but neither of these policies is suited to all applications, and a poor choice of page placement policy can have a m a r k ed e ect on the performance of an application.
In this paper we examine the e ects of simple page placement, and describe how a t e c hnique for reducing read contention in cc-numa machines can alleviate problems with inappropriate page placement. In the proxy protocol, we associate a small set of nodes with each location in shared memory, which a c t as intermediaries for remote read requests. Using execution-driven simulations, we show that using the reactive variant o f p r o xies, in conjunction with rsttouch page placement, yields performance which is always better than using either of the simple page placement strategies without proxies. This suggests that, by using rst-touch page placement with reactive proxies, application programmers can be con dent that they will obtain stable performance.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: page placement is discussed in Section 1.2, and the proxy protocol is explained in Section 1.3. We describe our simulated architecture and experimental design in Section 1.4, and present the results in Section 1.5. The relationship to previous work is discussed in Section 1.6, and in Section 1.7 we summarise our conclusions and give pointers to further work.
PAGE PLACEMENT POLICIES
In distributed shared memory multiprocessors, shared data is partitioned into virtual memory pages. Each page of shared data is then physically allocated to a home node, by the operating system, as a result of the page fault resulting from the rst access to the page. The choice of home node is commonly on a rst-touch or round-robin basis. First-touch allocates the page to the node which rst accesses it, and this strategy aims to achieve data locality. I t i s important to distinguish between na ve rst-touch and rst-touch after initialisation policies. A na ve policy will allocate pages on a rst-touch basis from the start of program execution. This is a problem for applications where one process initialises everything before parallel processing commences, because all the pages end up on the same node (with over ow to its neighbours). It is better to use a rst-touch after initialisation policy, where shared memory pages are only permanently allocated to nodes once parallel processing has commenced, and this is the policy we use.
In the round-robin approach, allocation cycles around the nodes, placing a page in turn at each node. This approach distributes the data more evenly around the system. Unfortunately, for applications which h a ve been written with locality in mind, it is likely that few, if any, of the pages accessed by a node will be allocated to it. As a result, rst-touch is generally the default page placement policy, with round-robin being available as an option for improving the performance of some applications (e.g. on sgi's Origin2000 (Laudon and Lenoski, 1997) ).
The operating system may also provide facilities for pages to migrate to a new home node, or have copies of the page at other nodes. In recent y ears, there has been much discussion of dynamic page migration and replication schemes, mainly in the context of distributed virtual shared memory (dvsm), where the software implementation of shared memory on a message-passing distributed memory architecture mandates the movement and/or copying of pages between processing nodes (e.g. Munin (Carter et al., 1995) ). In contrast, where dynamic paging features are available on cc-numa systems, they are usually implemented as options they are not the default because of the overheads of capturing and acting upon access patterns (Verghese et al., 1996) . There is the problem that if two or more processors update data on the same page, then the page may \ping pong" between the new homes, or alternatively the coherence tra c will increase greatly. E v en when a page is migrated to the node which uses it most, the average memory access times of other nodes may increase, and reacting too late to the need to migrate or replicate a page may be completely useless, and even costly (LaRowe and Schlatter Ellis, 1991) . In addition, even when all the migrations and replications are chosen correctly but they occur in bursts, performance may su er due to page fault handler, switch, and memory contention.
Given the pitfalls of dynamic page placement, can we get reasonable performance on cc-numa machines using simple page placement policies? The best performance for shared memory machines can be obtained by tuning programs based on page placement, but an important principle of shared memory is that it provides application programmers with a simple programming model, where they do not have t o w orry about the underlying machine, and which leads to more portable programs. We w ant t o k eep programmer involvement i n p a g e placement to a minimum, but still get reasonable performance.
PROXIES
Proxying is an extension to standard distributed directory cache coherence protocols, and is designed to reduce node controller contention (Bennett et al., 1996) . Normally, a read request message would be sent to the location's home node, based on its physical page address. With proxying, a read request is directed instead to another node controller, which acts as an intermediary. Figure 1 .1 illustrates how more than one proxy could serve read requests for a given location, each handling requests from a di erent processor subset. In this paper, the nodes are split into three proxy clusters (i.e. subsets): this split was chosen after experimentation and represents the best balance for our simulated system between contention for the proxy nodes and the degree of combining. The mapping of each data block to its proxy node ensures that requests for successive data blocks are served by di erent p r o xies. This balances the queueing of read request messages across the input bu ers of all the node controllers.
If the proxy node has a copy of the requested data block in its cache, it replies directly. If not, it requests the value from the home node, allocates the Contention is reduced by routing reads via a proxy (a) First request to proxy has to be forwarded to the home node: Combining of proxy requests copy i n i t s o wn cache, and replies to the client. Any requests for a particular block w h i c h arrive at a proxy before it has obtained a copy from the home node, are added to a distributed chain of pending requests for that block, and the reply is forwarded down the pending chain, as illustrated in Figure 1 .2. The current implementation is slightly unfair in that the rst client will be the last to receive the data: we are investigating the tradeo between increasing the hardware overhead to hold an additional pointer to the tail of each pending proxy chain, and any performance bene ts. Proxying requires a small amount of extra store to be added to each n o d e controller. We need to identify the data blocks for which a n o d e i s c u r r e n tly obtaining data as a proxy, and hold the head of each pending proxy chain. The node controller also has to handle the new proxy messages and state changes: we e n visage implementing this in software on a programmable node controller.
In the basic form of proxies, the application programmer uses program directives to mark data structures for handling by the proxy protocol -all other shared data will be exempt from proxying. If the application programmer makes a poor choice of data structures, then the overheads incurred by proxies may outweigh any bene ts and degrade performance. These overheads include the extra work done by the proxy nodes handling the messages, proxy node cache pollution, and longer sharing lists. In addition, the programmer may n o t mark data structures that would bene t from proxying.
Reactive p r o xies, which take a d v antage of the nite bu ering of real machines, overcome these problems and do not need application program directives. When a remote read request reaches a full bu er, it will immediately be sent b a c k across the network. When the originator receives the bounced message, and the reactive proxies protocol is in e ect, the arrival of the bu erbounced read request will trigger a proxy read (see Figure 1. 3). A proxy read is only done in direct response to the arrival of a bu er-bounced read request, so as soon as the queue length at the destination node has reduced to below the limit, read requests will no longer be bounced and no proxying will be employed. Bounced read requests are retried via proxies 1.4 SIMULATED ARCHITECTURE AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN This paper uses results obtained from our execution-driven simulations of a cc-numa system. Each n o d e c o n tains a processor with an integral rst-level cache (flc), a large second-level cache (slc), memory (dram), and a node controller (see Figure 1 .4). The node controller receives messages from, and sends messages to, both the network and the processor. The slc, dram, and the node controller are connected using two decoupled buses. This decoupled bus arrangement a l l o ws the processor to access the slc at the same time as the node controller accesses the dram. W e simulate in detail the contention between the local cpu and the node controller for the buses, between the cpu and incoming messages for the node controller, and the use of the slc to hold proxy data. Table 1 .1 summarises the speci cations of the architecture. We simulate a direct-mapped cache, but note that its large size (4 Mb) will have a m i s s r a t e roughly equivalent t o a 2 -w ay associative c a c he of half that size (Hennessy and Patterson, 1996) . We s i m ulate a simpli ed interconnection network, which follows the LogP model (Culler et al., 1993) . We h a ve parameterised the network and node controller as follows:
L: the latency experienced in each communication event: 10 cycles for long messages (which include 64 bytes of data, i.e. one cache line), and 5 cycles for all other messages. o: the occupancy of the node controller. We h a ve adapted the LogP model to recognise the importance of the occupancy of a node controller, rather than just the overhead of sending and receiving messages (Holt et al., 1995) . Simulated in more detail (see Table 1 .2). g: the gap between successive sends or receives by a processor: 5 cycles. P: t h e n umber of nodes: set to 64. We limit our nite length input message bu ers to eight read requests. There can be more messages in an input bu er, but once the queue length has risen above eight, all read requests will be bounced back to the sender until the queue length has fallen below the limit. This is done because we are interested in the e ect of nite bu ering on read requests rather than all messages, and we wished to be certain that all transactions would complete in our protocol. The queue length of p P, where P is the number of processing nodes, is an arbitrary but reasonable limit, and was chosen to re ect the limitations in queue length that one would expect in large cc-numa con gurations.
Each c a c he line has a home node (at page level) which: either holds a valid copy of the line (in slc and/or dram), or knows the identity o f a n o d e w h i c h does have a v alid copy (the owner) has guaranteed space in dram for the line and holds directory information for the line (head and state of the sharing list).
The benchmarks and their parameters are summarised in Table 1 .3. ge is a simple Gaussian elimination program, similar to that used to study eager combining (Bianchini and LeBlanc, 1994) . We c hose this benchmark because it is an example of widely-shared data, and should bene t from using proxies, but The architecture of a node Invalidation-based, sequentially-consistent cc-NUMA. Home nodes allocated on \ rst-touch-after-initialisation" or \round-robin" basis. Distributed directory, based on the Stanford Distributed-Directory Protocol (Thapar and Delagi, 1990) , using singly-linked sharing list. we a l s o w anted to observe h o w its performance would be a ected by the two simple page placement policies. ge is interesting because it is a relatively longrunning iterative code, where rst-touch page placement becomes increasingly inappropriate over the execution time.
We selected six applications from the splash-2 suite (Woo et al., 1995) , to give a cross-section of scienti c shared memory applications. We used both Ocean benchmark applications, in order to study the e ects of page placement, and proxies, on the \tuned for data locality" and \easy to understand" variants. The Ocean-Contig implementation allows the grid partitions to be allocated contiguously and entirely in the local memory of the processors that \own" them, improving data locality but increasing algorithm complexity. I n contrast, Ocean-Non-Contig implements the grids as 2-D arrays which p r e v ents the partitions being allocated contiguously, but it is easier to understand and program. Other work which only refers to Ocean can be assumed to be using Ocean-Contig.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the results obtained from our simulations, and discuss the bene ts and potential drawbacks of using proxies in conjunction with a default page placement policy. Because rst-touch is often the default page placement policy, w e h a ve normalised the results with respect to rst-touch. The results for each benchmark are expressed as percentages, e.g. it will be 100% for the relative execution time of each b e n c hmark running with rsttouch page placement and without proxies. The \number of messages" re ects the total number of messages sent. The \remote read response" measures the delay from sending a read request message to the receipt of the data.
In nite Bu ers
Without proxies, ge performs better with round-robin page placement, showing a 7.3% speedup over rst-touch (see Figure 1 .5). This was expected because the responsibility for updating rows of the matrix shifts during execution, so the rst-touch placement s l o wly becomes inappropriate. Also, the remote access bottlenecks get worse towards the end of execution, as the accesses concentrate on fewer and fewer home nodes. In contrast, the round-robin strategy will have worse locality at the start of parallel execution, but it does not have the later Relative number of messages, 64 nodes, in nite bu ers problem of access concentration. Figure 1 .6 shows that, for ge, the overall number of messages increases by nearly 10% when round-robin is used, which re ects the increase in remote access requests owing to the loss of locality. H o wever, because it avoids rst-touch's problem of an increasing concentration of requests as the algorithm progresses, the service time for remote reads improves by 19% (as shown in Figure 1 .7). The performance of ge improves even more by using proxies. Both placement policies achieve more than 27% speedup over rst-touch without proxies. Using Relative remote read response times, 64 nodes, in nite bu ers proxies increases the overall number of messages by 17% in comparison to just rst-touch, due to the additional proxy read requests and acknowledgements, but there is a dramatic reduction in the remote read response time of around 90%, because the combining of requests at proxies reduces the read messages queueing at the home node(s).
In contrast, the performance results for Ocean-Contig show rst-touch a s the best page placement policy, because this application has been written to exploit data locality. Round-robin leads to more remote reads, degrading performance to be nearly 19% worse than with rst-touch. Using proxies makes the performance even worse for round-robin, increasing both mean remote read response time and the total number of messages, and these extra messages cause the network to overload. The best performance for the application is obtained using proxies with rst-touch page placement.
fmm, Ocean-Non-Contig, and Water-Nsq perform marginally better with rst-touch page placement, whereas Barnes and fft perform marginally better with round-robin. In addition, fft, fmm, and Ocean-Non-Contig get their best performance using rst-touch page placement with proxies, with speedups of 9%, 0.3%, and 1.8% respectively. H o wever, the performance of both Barnes and Water-Nsq su ers when basic proxies are used, showing slowdowns of 0.2% and 0.7%. These slight drops in performance illustrate the main pitfall of basic proxies, i.e. a poor choice of data marked for proxying.
Finite Incoming Message Bu ers
The introduction of nite bu ers favours the rst-touch page placement policy (see Figure 1.8) . The round-robin policy su ers because its lack o f l o c a l i t y results in more remote access requests, which increases the chance that an input bu er already has eight or more messages, and so it is more likely that Relative performance, 64 nodes, nite bu ers a read request will be bounced. For six of the seven benchmark applications, round-robin page placement performs worse than rst-touch, and for ge, t h e performance bene t has been cut to 1.2%. Looking at the results with proxies, reactive proxies have the advantage that they handle all cases where contention occurs, but this is at the cost of a delay while the original read request is bounced by the home node. ge illustrates this change in behaviour (see Figure 1.9) , where the use of proxies results in fewer messages because they stop the repeated sending and bouncing of read requests. However, the relative read response time does not improve a s m uch Relative number of messages, 64 nodes, nite bu ers for reactive as it does for basic proxies, as is shown in Figure 1 .10. This is because of the initial delay, of read request and bounce, before a proxy read request is made. In addition, for ge, the mean input bu er queueing cycles increase with the introduction of proxies: this is because there are now m o r e messages being accepted into the bu ers rather than bouncing (see Table 1 .4). Using reactive proxies in conjunction with rst-touch page placement results in the best performance for six of the seven benchmarks. The exception is ge: as we h a ve already noted, it is particularly well-suited to the targeted approach of basic proxies. However, it still shows a marked performance improvement o f 22.2% with reactive p r o xies. This suggests that a default policy of rst-touch page placement with reactive proxies will give stable performance, and it avoids the more spectacular performance pitfalls that can occur using round-robin, such as occur for Ocean-Contig (Figure 1.8 ).
Summary
The choice of the best simple page placement policy, in the absence of any additional mechanism such as proxies or dynamic page migration/replication, depends on the individual applications. Some applications, such a s o u r ge benchmark, suit the even distribution of shared data given by round-robin. Other applications, such as Ocean-Contig, have been speci cally written to Relative remote read response times, 64 nodes, nite bu ers exploit data locality, and so suit the rst-touch policy. T h i s l e a ves the problem that the best performance may only be obtained by experienced programmers who know which page placement policy to choose, or by engaging in timeconsuming performance tuning. The use of proxies alters this situation. Proxies introduce a ner-grained sharing, at the level of data blocks rather than pages, and reduce queueing (as shown in Table 1 .4). For basic proxies, this can be detrimental to performance where inappropriate data structures are marked as \hot", because every load (for addresses subject to proxying) goes via a proxy, whereas without proxies no indirection would be involved. Using reactive p r o xies has the bene t that proxies are only used when contention occurs at run-time: for six of our benchmarks this, in conjunction with rst-touch page placement, resulted in their best performance. Water-Nsq illustrated this, where basic proxies degraded performance, whereas reactive p r o xies improved performance. Most importantly, rst-touch page placement in conjunction with reactive proxies always resulted in performance that was better than either page placement policy without proxies. There are some applications, such a s ge, where using reactive, rather than basic, proxies results in a smaller performance improvement because of the delay i n i n voking proxies however, the application still showed a noticeable speedup over not using proxies.
1.6 RELATED WORK The e ects of page placement policy have been investigated for shared memory architectures where the coherence protocol is implemented in hardware (for ccnuma) or in software (for dvsm) (Marchetti et al., 1995) . Using a base policy of round-robin, they also considered a rst-touch after initialisation scheme, a dynamic migration scheme, and three replication schemes. Their rst-touch scheme improved the performance of all their applications compared to na ve rst-touch, regardless of whether coherence was maintained in hardware or software. For their ve applications, there was no performance bene t from the dynamic migration or replication schemes. Their choice of benchmarks was limited, in that they did not include an example of algorithms such as Gaussian Elimination which are better suited to round-robin page placement.
A study of dynamic page migration and replication on Stanford flash, a n d distributed flash, considered three dynamic page placement policies, migration and/or replication, and three simple policies of round-robin, rst-touch, and post facto (Verghese et al., 1996) . They found that rst-touch a l w ays gave better performance than round-robin for their workloads, and that post facto was the best simple policy. Their dynamic policies generally obtained better performance than rst-touch, and were never worse, even given the overheads associated with implementing the dynamic policies. However, three of their ve w orkloads were multiprogrammed, and this put their rst-touch policy at a distinct disadvantage. For example, in their splash workload, the jobs were redistributed across the processors as applications entered and left the system, but they did not re-invoke rst-touch page placement when a job migrated.
Proxies allow read requests for data to be combined in controllers away from the home node: this is a restricted instance of the combining of atomic readmodify-write operations, e.g. as proposed for the NYU Ultracomputer (Gottlieb et al., 1983) , although proxies retain the data in cache, which allows for more combining. Caching extra copies of data to speed-up retrieval time for remote reads has been explored for hierarchical architectures, e.g. in the Swedish Institute of Computer Science ddm (Haridi and Hagersten, 1989) . The proxies approach is di erent because it does not use a xed hierarchy instead it allows requests for copies of successive data lines to be serviced by di erent proxies.
Eager combining uses intermediate nodes which act like p r o xies for \hot" pages, i.e. the programmer is expected to mark data structures (Bianchini and LeBlanc, 1994) . Unlike proxies, their choice of server node is based on the page address rather than data block address. In addition, their scheme eagerly updates all proxies whenever a newly-updated value is read, unlike our protocol, where data is allocated in proxies on demand, which reduces cache pollution.
The glow extensions for widely-shared data are, like p r o xies, designed to be added to existing cache coherence protocols (Kaxiras and Goodman, 1996) . glow uses agents to intercept requests for widely-shared data at selected network switch n o d e s . A t present, glow requires application program directives to identify widely-shared data.
CONCLUSIONS
We h a ve used execution driven simulations to study the bene ts of using proxies and simple page placement. Our results con rm that there is no ideal default policy for page placement. However, by using reactive p r o xies with rst-touch page placement, we obtained better performance than using either page placement policy without proxies. This suggests that, with a default of rst-touch page placement with reactive proxies, application programmers can be con dent that they will obtain stable performance. The programmer will not have t o w orry about the cc-numa implementation, and will rarely have t o do time-consuming performance tuning.
There are some overheads associated with proxies. As we noted in Section 1.3, there are the costs of implementing proxies: in hardware to hold the head of each pending proxy chain, and in software to handle the additional message types and state changes. In addition, there will be cache pollution, because allocating a proxy copy i n t h e c a c he may displace another line, with invalidation overhead for the displaced line, and possibly a later cache miss. However, these costs may be balanced by the considerable bene ts of performance stability, the promise of architecture-independent application programs, and the saving of performance tuning e ort.
Study of further benchmarks will provide deeper insight i n to the trade-o s, and in particular we are looking for applications which h a ve not been carefully optimised for existing architectures. We are currently investigating the cache pollution e ect, by examining both a \no-allocate" proxy scheme (where nodes do not cache the proxy lines), and the use of a separate proxy cache. We plan to continue our simulation work to evaluate how c hanging the architectural balance (e.g. slower interconnection networks) a ects our conclusions.
